
FOOTBALL

● Ondřej Hruška



Basic information

●Football is played outdoors on the grass or on artificial 
grass.
●Football is played on a rectangular board. The length 
must be 90-120 m, the width 45-90 m
●(for international matches 100-110 × 64-75 m).
●There must be 10 players + 1 goalkeeper in each team.
●It is played in football boots that have pins on the sole 
for better stability, the goalkeeper also has gloves to 
catch the ball better.
●The match is played 2x 45 minutes = 90 minutes.
●And the goal of the sport here is to score more goals 
than the opponent.



Position of players

●Goalkeepers - tries to capture the opponent's shots and 
his task is to get as few goals as possible.
●Defenders - their task is not to let their opponents 
shoot at your target and their goal is to prevent as many 
goals as possible.
●Midfielders - have the most difficult task, they have to 
try to prevent goals, but try to give them or prepare 
them for forwarders.
●Forwarders - their task is to give the opponent as many 
goals as possible or to prepare them for other 
teammates.



The best players in their 
positions in my opinion

●Goalkeeper: Marc-André ter Stegen

●The goalkeeper is 28
●years old here. He plays
●for my favorite team
● FC Barcelona and
●represents Germany team.



The best players in their 

positions in my opinion

●Defender: Virgil Van Dijk

●The player is
● 28 years old, playing
●for the Liverpool FC
●and representing the
●Netherlands team.



The best players in their 
positions in my opinion

●Midfielder: Kevin De Bruyne

●The midfielder is also 28
●years old here. He plays
●for the Manchester City
●team in England and
● representing the
●Belgium team.



The best players in their 
positions in my opinion

●Forwarder: Lionel Messi
●Lionel Messi is the best striker in the world 
and still the BEST PLAYER in the history of 
football.
●He has 6 golden balls and no one has won 
that yet. He is 32 years old, plays for my 
favorite team FC Barcelona and represents 
team Argentina.



Lionel Messi



FOOTBALL

●Thank you for your attention.


